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in the Pacific Northwest 

by 

Williams. Davis and George R. Snyder 

INTRODUCTION 

By 1975 major hydroelectr�c development on the Columbia 

· River system will be virtually complete, but the demand. for

. electric power in the Pacific Northwest is expected to 
: 

1. . ,. 

increase far beyond this available supply. Indeed, as
.. · . 

industry and t:he human population of the Pacific Northwest 

grow, the production of electric power must keep pace. An· 

important part of projected power needs to the year 2000 can 
J· . ..  

be_sup_plied by thermal electric plants in which nuclear 

energy will be used to generate heat, and heat in turn will 

be used to generate electrical energy. 

· Development of thermal electric power production in

the Columbia River system as initially planned proposes use 

of the river t.o absorb all heat that.is not converted into 

electrical energy. That waste heat is of considerable · 

concern to biologists and fishery managers who are attempting 
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to increase production of salmonid fish in the Columbia 

River for existing fisheries. The problems anticipated by 

biologists center around extremes of water temperature -and 

flows that have occurred in the past and can be repeated 

or worsened in the future. Physical data employed in 

planning studies frequently refer to average water temperatures 

and flows for given periods of time. Such averages tend to 

mask extreme conditions that can be very damaging to fish· 

populations. Although thermal electric plants will be.built 

one or a few at a time, it is essential that planners 

consider the problem in terms of total projected thermal 

power development and environmental extremes that can be 

expected in the Columbia River. Realistic limits on the 

thermal inputs permitted for individual plants depend in an 

important part upon the total impact expected from all plants. 

In the final analysis fish will be exposed to-absolute_ 

conditicns that are controlled by cumulative and interacting 

factors throughout the river system. 

If in the. process of producing thermal electric power, 

s�lmonid fish resources of the Columbia River are destroyed 

or severely damaged, the loss will be as much a continuing 

cost of thermal power production as the purely mechanical 

aspects of pumping water from the river. The problem, 

however, is not one of fish versus power; rather, it is one 

of fish versus the thermal wastes of power production. 
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F.nowledge available now about projected needs for 

thermal electric power.production and prospective flow 

conditions in the Columbia River leads to the conclusion 

that eventually an appreciable loss of salmonid fish will 

occur if a large amount of waste heat is deposited in the 

river· ·continuously. It is not possible to predict the 

specific year oz: sequence of years in which river 

temperatures will rise too high to support salmonid fish, 
. 

but the even�s that_will produce the high river temperatures 

can be described. In order to show how salmonid fish will 

be endangered by thermal wastes, it is necessary to specify 

the temperature change wrought by a standard thermal 

electric plant on the Columbia River.and systems of heat 

gain and loss there. These concepts will be used to 

demonstrate the problems that are likely to occur in 

specific sections of the river with respect to salmonid fish 

if thermal electric development proceeds without aiteration 

of-the plan to use Columbia River water to absorb all waste 

heat. 

7.tlE STANDARD THERMAL ELECTRIC PLAh"'T 

The two basic variables that specifically control the 

magnitude of a change in the temperature of river water 

receiving a thennal waste outfall are: (1) the number of 

British Thermal Units per hour (BTU/hr) in the thermal waste, 

and (2) the volume of water in cubic feet per second (cfs) 
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receiving the thermal waste. Cb2.mge in water temperature 

is the environmental modification of concern to biologists 

because it affects living organism" directly as well as 

indirectly. 

The number of BTU/hr in the outfall from a thermal 

electr�c plant are controlled by the size of the plant, the 

proportion of plant capacity being used for. production of 

electricity, plant efficiency at converting �eat ener�y into 

�lectrical energy, and auxiliary cooling of thermal waste 

before it reaches the outfall into the receiving streai-n .. 

For purposes of illustration we will use a plant 

capable of generating 1000 :megm•;atts (one megawatt equals 

-1000 kilowatts) of electricity as a standard unit 6£

thermal electric po•wer productiori.; Such a pianti if

constructed in.1967, would convert about 32 percent 6£ the

heat energy available into electrical energy and 66:nsaf;ruent:iy"

waste 6.750 x 109 BTU/hr when producing at 100 percerit of
J • •  

plant--capacity or 1000 megawatts of electricity per hour

(Velz� et ala, 1966}e Figure l shows the heating eff�ct bf

6.750 x 109 BTU/hr on volumes of water from io;6oo Eb ioo,ooo

cfs. The values represented in figure i depict the impact

of the thennal waste from a standard plant after it has

mixed with the water of the rec�iving streai-rt, 'biit be:r6re the

temperature of the resultant mixture is reduce4 by

atmospheric conditions.or other means.
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This standard unit should facilitate the planning 

process by making it possible to describe the thermal 

impact for any desired thermal electric output at all sites 

under consideration by simple mathematiGal manipulations; 

For example, the values in figure 1 can be multiplied by 6 

to obtain the heating effect of 6 standard plants or by .54 

to obtain the heating effect of one plant capable of·· 

producing 540 megawatts of electricitye Thus, when power 

o��put describes the number of BTU/hr wasted, the impact on

the receiving stream can be stated in terms of the

standard plant ..

Of course, in practice there are many departures from 

the constant operation of a standard plant. For instance, 

the thermal impact on a strea� by a standard plant (figure 

2A) can be modi�ied by: 

(1) Operation at some fraction of plant capacity

(figure 2B).

-Generators powered by nuclear energy produce waste-heat

whether they are designed for the single purpose of

producing electricity or are used in conjunction with a

dual purpose facility producing electricity and plutomium.

The amount of waste heat produced by-single purpose

plants generally varies directly with electrical

production, whereas waste heat production in dual purpose

plants is generally varied independently of. the electrical

energy output. In any event, operation of all plants in
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� system must be carried out to achieve a power 

production goal. For this reason, enough �hermal 

electric plants must be built to meet total power 

requirements whether plants operate at maximum 

efficiency or some fraction thereof. For instance, 8 

standard plants operating at· 100 percent �f capacity 

would produce 8000 MW of electricity. It would require 
. 

10 standard plants, however, operating at 80 percent of 

capacity to produce 8000 MW of electricity, but they 

would have the capability of producing 10,0�0 MW if 

required. The maximum capacity of a thermal electric 

plant for producing electrical energy should be the basis· 

for planning rather than anticipated normal operating 

level. 

(2) Auxiliary cooling of thermal wastes by air,

refrigeration
1 

or other me.ans ( figure 2C).

It is mechanically possible to �emove waste heat from 

__ c�qling water before it reaches a receiving stream. The 

cost of removing waste heat from cooling water before it 

reacr-es the receiving stream is of·vital concern to 

fishery interests, for if power users do not absorb it 

other water users of the Colu.iiliia River will be forced 

to. Power producers can attribute that cost directly 

to other water uses including fish pre<;:1uction. 
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, .. _ ·(3). Modification of the efficiency of transforming 

heat energy into electrical ene"rgy. 
--

_The efficiency of transforming heat energy in thermo 

nuclear power plants is presently about 32 percent. By 

1985 it is possible that this.efficiency may be improved 

to about 42 percentJwhich is the maximum anticipated for

transform!ng heat into electricity. Since the ultimate · 

'- efficiency is yet to be achieved, ,we have applied the 

32 percent capability throughout this·presentation. 

In each of these examples, realistic consideration of 

the impact of thermal plants on biological organisms and 

related environmental phenomena _must be based on change in 

·temperature of the receiving stream, which is controlled by

the number of BTU/hr in the thermal was.te and the volume
. .•. ,: 

of water receiving the thermal w�ste. Table 1 shows this

·basic relationship for a range of BTU/hr and water flows,

including those for the thermal waste from a·standard plant

(underlined).· If the. number of BTU/hr_· is ki-iown, th_e

approxh,ate increase 5.n temperature for given volumes of

rlo-\41 can be obtained and vice-versa. For instance, during

a day in March 1966, temperatures in the Columbia River

below the Hanford Atomic Energy complex increased 3.6° F.
y (2 ° c.) at a flow of about 90,000 cfs. This must have

y Personal conmmnication, Wesley J. · Ebel, Fish-Passage 
Research Progr.am, Bureau of Commercial Fisheries, 
Seattle, Washington. 
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been caused by about 72.78 x 109 BTU/hr which, if released 
. . .

at a flow of 40,000 cfs, would have increased river 

temperatures by 8.i° F. which can be calculated from valu�s 

shown in table le Heat discharges at Hanford have not been 

constant; e .. g., in Sept_ember-1966, an increase of 6.2 ° F. 

was recorded below the Hanford complex for river flows of 

about 40,000 cfs. That change i� temperature must have been 

9_caused by atmospheric and waste heat of about 55.8 x 10 
'--

BTU/hr. 

SYSTEMS OF HEAT GAIN AND LOSS 
IN THE COLUMBIA RIVER 

The impact of a standard thermal electric plant on a 

river becomes more meaningful as a planning tool when other 

factors that control the thermal regime of water are taken 

into considerat.ion. Factors that are or can become an 

integral part of heat flow iri the Columbia River are: 

(1) the 24-hour equilibrium temperature, (2) atmospheric

heating and cooling, (3) waste heat, and (4) the transport 

and mixing rates of water masses. 

· The Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) at Hanford i

Washington, has provided us with hourly data on CoJumbia 

River temperatures·at Priest .Rapids Dam and Richland, 

Washington; air temperatures at the Hanford atomic energy 

complex, Washington; and river flow at Priest Rapids Dam 

for August 15 through September 7, 1966. The Hanford atomic 



Heat 
wasted 

in BTU0r 
X 10 

22.5 
21.5
20.5
19.5
18.5
17.5
16.5
15.5
14. 5
13.5
12.5
11'.5
10.5

9.5 
8.5 
7.5 _l/6.7� 
6.5 
5.5 
4.5 
3.5 
2.5 
1.5 
.5 

Table 1. --Increase in temperature {Op.) of . flowing water caused by mixing 
varying amounts of waste heat with rive:t· flows of 10,000 to 100,000 
c.f.s •

Water flow in c.f.n. and related temperature increases 

-----------------·--------------------------------·----------------------------·-

100,000 
1.00 

.96 

.91 

.87 

.82 

.78 

.73 

.69 
.64 
.60 
.56 
• 51
.47
.. 42
.38
.33
.30

·-

.29 

.24 

.20 

.16 

.11 

.07 

.02 

90,,000 
1.11 
1.06 
1.01 
... 96 
.91 
.86 
.81 
.77 
.72 
.67 
.62 
• 57

... 52 
.47 
.42 

· .• 37
.33 
.32 
.27 
.22 
.17 
.12 
.07 
.02 

80,000 
1.25 
1.19 
l.114
1.08
1.03

• 97
.92

.• 86
.81
.75
.69

.• 64
.58
.53 
.47 
.42 
.38 
. .._..:...._, 

.36 
'. 31 

�25 
.19 
.14 
.08 
.03 

70,000 
1.43 
1.37 
1.30 
1.24 
1.17 
1.11 
1.05 

.98 

.92 

.86 

.79 
·• 73:·,
.67
.60
.54
.48
.43
---..

.41 

.35 

.29 

.22 
�16 
.10 
.03 

60,000 
1.67 
1.59 
1 .. 52 
1.44 
1.37 
1.30 
1.22 
1.15 
1.07 
1.00 

.93 

.85 
·.78
.70 
.63 
.s6· 
.so 

· ·-

' .48 
· .. 41
.33 
.26 
.19 
.11 
.04 

50,000 40,000 
2.00 
1.91 
1.82 
1.73 
1.64 
1.56 
1.47 
1.38 
1.29 
1.20 
1.11 
l·.02
.93
.84
.76
.67
.60
-

' 

.58

.49

.40

.31
.• 22
.13
.04

2.50 
2.39 
2.2$ 
2.17 
2.06 
1 .. 94 
1.83 
1.72 
1.61 
1.50 
1.39 
1.28 
1.17 
1.06 
.94 

· .• 83
.75 

.-:-. 

.72 

.61 
.so 

: .39 
.28 
'!17 
.06 

35,000 
2.86 
2.73 
2.60 
2.48 
2.35
2.22
2.10
1.97
1.84
1.71
1.59
1.46
1.33
1.21
1.08.

.95 

.86 
-

.83 
•. 70 
.57 
.44 
.32 
.19 
.06 

30,000 
3.33 
3.19 
3.04 
2.89 
2.74 
2.59 
2.44 
2.30. 
2.15 
2.00 
1.85 
1.7,0, 
1.56. 

. 1.41 
1.26 
1.1·1 
1.00 

.96 
• 81
.67 
• 52
.37
.• 22
.07 

20,000 
5.00 
4.78 
4.56 
4.33 
4.11 
3 .. 89 
3.67 
3.44 
3.22 
3.00 
2.78 
2.56 
2.33 
2.11 
1.89 
1.67 
1.50 
1.44 
1.22 
1.00 

.78 

.56 

.33 

.11 

10,000 
10.00 

9.50 
9.11 
8.67 
8.22 
7.78 
7.33 
6.89 
6.44 
6.00 
5.56 
5.11 
4.67 
4.22 
3.78 
3.33 
·J.00
·-

2 .. 89 
2.44 
2.00 
1.56 
1.11 

.67 
.22 

Y BTU/hr wnsted by a stand'ard plant. 
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energy complex u which ordinarily discharges waste heat 

into the river, is located between Priest Rapids Dam and 

Richland, Washington (figure· 3). The -data furnished by AEC 

include the end of a period when no waste heat was being 

discharged from Hanford plants and the beginning of a period 

when Hanford plants were reactivated and waste heat was 

being discharged there. These data will be used to 

illustrate patterns of heat gain and loss in the Columbia 

River .. 

The 24-hour eguilibrium temperature 

Heat exchange between water and the atmosphere can be 

thought of as heat balance. The equilibrium temperature is 

the balance point fer heat.exchange between water and the 

surrounding atmosphere, ioe., it is the temperature at which 

heat input into the water is exactly equaled by heat loss 

from the water, so that a stable temperature condition 

exists between air and water. But heat input from the 

atmosphere is controlled by unstable environmental factors 

$Uc'h as cloud cover and contin,lcusly changing factors sucn 

as the angle at which rays of the sun strike the w�ter 

surface. This means that equilibrium temperatures rnust be 

carefully qualified with respect t_o time .. 
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::n most cases an equilibritun temperature is .:m 

�verage for sorr..e zpecified time interval. ·The equilibrium 

tamperature most ·useful to us is that averaged over a 24-hour 

period, so that heat introduced into the water during 

daylight hours--the period of maximum diel temperatures--is 

balanced by heat loss from the w�ter du=ing hou=s of darkne$G-

the period of minimum diel temperatures� Experiment�l 

observations of ;heat exchange have been made for some 

�mospheric conditions and the results related rnathematicallyo 

The formulas and coefficients obtained permit accurate 

calculation of the 24-ho�r equilibrium temperature if 

applicable atmospheric measurements are available ·{Edinger 

and Geyer, 1965). In these cases the 24�hour equilibrium 

temperature has been observed to approach but not exceed 

the 24-hour mean air temperature. 

Published coefficients for existing formulas may not 

produce realistic 24-hour equilibrium�temperatures for 

extreme or changing atmospheric conditions at specific sites. 

'l"his was shown by Edinger and Geyer (1965) in transforming 

data from Lake Colorado City, ::re:,:aa. Cu� (!alcu:iations of 

24-bour equilibrium_temperatures f�om U.S. Weather Bureau

c1ata for Richland ., Washington, in August of a bot year also

failed to produce realistic values. . ·r·ne equilibrium

temperatures we calculated were higher than mid-range air

temperatures by 2" F.--a discrepancy similar to that noted

in the previol,s citation�
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The 24-hour mean air temperatures are not available 

material published by the U.S. Weathei; Bureau 

(Climatological Data, 1966), but maximum and minimum 

temperatures for 24·-hour periods are g_i ven the:i:"e. Data 

supplied by AEC permits a general comparison of mid-range 

and mean air temperatures. Figure 4 shows both the 24-hour 

mean air temperatures calculated from hourly measurem�nts 

and the. corresponding mid-range air temperatures both based 

on AEC data., 0 The average of the maximum and minimum air 

temperatures for a 24-hour period provide a mid-range air 

temperature that approxirnates the 24-hour mean temperature. 

Thus for general planning, mid-range air temperatures can 

be taken as an upper extreme for equilibrium temperatures. 

The practical significance of 24-hour equilibrium 

temperatures as it applies to heat exchange in the Columbia 

River is that appreciable atmospheric cooling of river water 

cannot occur until 24-hour equilibrium temperatures fall 

be�oww::iter temperatures .. Thus, in hot years the Columbia 

River.will absorb heat cumulatively from all sources, 

including waste heat from succeseive thermal plants, as long 

as the existing 24-hour e�ilibriurn temperatures remain 

above river temperatures. Since 24-hour equilibrium 

temperature� are set by atmospheric conditions, atmospheric 

cooling of the river will be controlled by regional weather 

conditions
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Lag_· time in heating and cool_tng water by the atmosphere 

In small shallow bodies of �ater, the temperature of 

the water will approach air temperatures, lagging by a matter 

of hours at most if all temperatures are. above freezing.· In 

such localities, 24-hour equilibrium temperatures would be 

expected to fall between maximum and minimum diel water 

temperatures. Both diel fluctuations in water temperature 

and major heat change of the water mass probably will occur 

w�thin a 24�hour period. 

For large deep bodies of water, however, heat is gained 

from and lost to the atmosphere by the entire body of water 

much more slowly, virtually dampening out.diel fluctuations 

in water temperature. In addition, the lag time for major 

heat change of water becomes a matter of days rather than 

hours. The following example is given for illustration of 

heat gain and loss in a large flowing body of water: 

Figure 4 shows both diel fluctuations in water 
.., . .  

temperatures and heat change of the water mass due to. 

differences in atmospheric heati.ng in a free flowing section 

of the Columbia River between Prie�t Rapids Dam ana Richland, 

Washington. From August 15 through 24, 1966, the Hanford 

atomic energy complex was inactivated because of a labor 

strike. During that period a very pronounced and 
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Qt.16. remarkably consistent fluctuation of water. temperatures 

·(about± 1 ° F.) occurred every 24 hours (figure 4). There was

no lag tL�e between these fluctuations and those of the

surrounding at�osphere in any 24-h�ur period. The diel

fluctuations for the atmosphere, however, were about ± 9 ° F.

T'nese fluctuations simply reflect.the diel cycle of heating

and cooling.

Although there was no great change in the range of 

diel fluctuation in the atmosphere, there was considerable 

difference in the level of atmospheric temperature from day 

to day. This can be seen by examining the mid-range 

temperatures in figure 4 wnich can be taken as upper extremes 

for 24-hour equilibrium temperatures. Mid-range air temperatures 

dropped on the 19th and 20th and rose precipitously thereafter 
J 

through the 24th. By contrast, water temperatures went down 

and then up about 1" F. from the previous lows a·s the associated 

mid-range air. temperature went up about 17 ° F. Thus the change 

in level of heat in a· free-flowing section·of the Columbia 

River occurred in small increments as a result of relatively 

large changes in the mid-range air temperature, which can be 

taken as an upper extreme for.the 24-hour equilibrium 

temperature. 
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Thermal waste heating 

In contrast to the gradual changes in Columbia River 

temperatures caused by atmospheric heating and cooling, the 

addition of waste heat to the system causef a virtually 

instantaneous increase in temperature. The heated waste 

from Hanford is completely mixed with river water by the 

time it reaches Richland.Y AEC data show that on September 

5.. and 7 a water mass moving from Priest Rapids Dam to 

Richland gained about 6.2 ° F. from a combination of waste 

heat discharged at Hanford plants and atmospheric heat 

(figure 4). A salmonid fish migrating upstream at that 

however, would have had to adjust to a temperature drop of 

at least 7 ° F. had it passed through the transition zone 

between Hanford and the area immediately upstream in a 

matter of seve�al bours. Those fish coming in.immediate 
� 

contaEt wi'th the waste heat effluent before it has thoroughly 

mixed with river water would, of course, bie reguireo. to make 

an even greater adjust�ent. · Before mixing, the waste effluent . 

., from the Hanford complex can.be at least 30 ° F. above the. 

temperature of water taken in for plant cooling operations. 

Although adult salmon quite possibly could avoid the extreme 

Y Personal commu1!ica tion from R. T. Jaske, Battelle-. 

Northwest Laboratories, Richland, Washi�:gton. 



beat at the outfalls, juvenile salmon migrating_ dO\·mstream 

could conceivably suffer serious shock damage if their path 

of migration carried t�em through the qutfall flume. 

The fluctuation in temperatures after complete mixing 

caused by variable water flows and plant operation may 

al
°

so be important for survival of fish.· It is _not necessary 

for salmonid fish to be migrating for them to be affected 

�y these flu�tuations. AEC data show that on August 30 when 

Hanford p�ants were ope�ating, the increase _in river

temperature between Priest Rapids Dam and Richland ranged 

·from 1 to 3° F. as opposed to the 6.2 ° F. increase reported

- .for September . 5 and 6.- Fluctuations in heat output are to
is

be_ expected when the Hanford complexAlikely to be undergoing

variable operation, but the aspect that could be detrimental

to salmonid fish is the lack of direct control over such

fluctuations in temperature. Plant operation is not always
J· • •  

smooth and well ordered as eviden�ed by the recent strike
-· --

at Hanford. In addition, large quantities of water are·not

always available to dilute waste heat -- because of peaking
.

.

operations at upstream dams or because of extreme low water

years. Weather conditions, of course, can be predicted only

generally and cannot be controll�d at all. Act�al water

temperature modification by waste beat at any given time

and place depends upon tha fortuitous combination of volume
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of flow, weather, and demand for electricity� over which 

individual thermal electric plant operators can have 

virtually no control. 

Effect of mixing and transport of water masses on the 
peat budget of the Columbia River 

The way water masses mix and are transported affects 
. .

the heat .regimen in a stream recei-1,ing· thermal wastes. In 

'the Columbia.River, mixing·and transport of water are 

controlled primarily by riyer-run impoundments and operations 
. . 

at hydroelectric plants. At the present time hydroelectric 

plants carry virtually the entire power load in the Colurnbi� 

River. This results in substantial water flows over much of 

the river during most of the year. 

A·prediction has been made (Battelle, 1966), that by 

1985 thermal electric plants will carry the base power load 

of the Pacific Northwest and that hyda:oelectric plants will 

be used.to provide peak power demands. In other words, 
. 

. 

thermal electric plants. _will operate at or near full capacity 

continuously, and hydroelectric plants_ will ope:i:ate at full 

capacity during peak power demand and at lesser capacity 

when demand is reduced at night and on weekends. This means 

that water flows will fluctuate systematically and 

appreciably from highs during the day.to lows at night and 

on weekends throughout the year. Under such circumstances, 

it is inevitable that water masses will be heated 

.differentially by waste heat from thermal electric plants 

(figures 1 and 4),. 
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J. I 

zi.. t present we have no direct observations of the cf feet 

of operating all hydroelectric installations as a single u�it 

for peaking on the rate of water mass transport or mixture. 

It is possible, however, that the transport rate of water 

masses from Grand Coulee Dam to the estuary will become slower 

under peaking conditions than it is at present. There is a 

problem associated with the slowing of transport rate that is 

quite independent of the effect of waste heat on the water 
'-.... 

mass. Equilibrium temperatures can be attained through 

atmospheric heating alone, given fairly stable atmospheric 

conditions above a water mass for an adequate time.interval. 

If -the transport of water is slowed down appreciably, the 

high atmospheric temperatures pr_evailing in July, August, and 

September might cause water temperatures in the Columbia River 

to approach the mid-range air temperature. This possiblity 
� . .

can be examined with mathematical models or by direct.observation 

of water mass mixing and· transport rates for a stablized 

total peaking operation. 

The mixing and transport rates of water masses can 

directly affect acc��ulation of heat in the Columbia River 

in the following ways: {1) by rapid water transport from one 

thermal electric site to t�e next that preveuts atmospheric 

cooling to existing 24-hour equilibrium temperatures, 

(2) by failure of water masses to mix producing slugs

of hot water, (3) by mixture in river-run impoundments
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�esulting in a gradual rise in temperatures_ there, and 

(4) by'reduction in transport rate to the point where

atmospheric heating alone might raise river temperatures 

over an extended time interval. 

TEMPERATURE THREAT TO SALMONID FISH 
.!N THE COLUMBIA-RIVER 

Temperature can affect salmonid fish in the Columbia 

River adversely by becoming the direct or iridirect cause 

of death or by preventing the succes-sful completion of any 

stage in tbe life cycle of the fish through delay in 

migration or for other reasonse If any.of these events 

occu:t·, the fisheries of the system ·will be damaged by 

removal of individuals from the harvest and by reduction-

possibly to extinction--of future generations of salmonids. 

The direct effect of temperature on salmonid fish in 

the Columbia River can be predicted from experimental 

evidence compiled by Brett (1959). Figure 5 is a composite 

diawn from his work (Mihursky and Kennedy, 1967). Salmonid 

fish have a tempe::-ature tolerance zone fer temperature that 

falls between 38 and 65° F. depending upon the seaso� cf 

the year, stage in the life cycle, age, body function 1 and 

acclimation temperatures (figure 5). Immediately outside 

of the tolerance zone is a zone of resistance in which 

salmonids can exist, but only at the expense of body functions 
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such ns growth,_ migration, feeding, and rna�uration. Beyond

the zone of resistance are lethal zones .that )'.'ange from 

about 56 to 77 ° F. at the upper levels and from 35 to 32� F. 

at lower levels·, which are again dependent on season and 

life pr9cesses of the fish. 

Temperatures in the Columbia Riyer now reach well 

into the resistance zone and possibly into the lethal ·zone 
1· ·• · . •

for some salmonids during late summer and early fall. As 

Jones (1964) has pointed out: "In _the warm season of the 

year, when river �emperat:tires may rise to 22-24 ° 

c. (71.6-

75.2 0 F.) under natural conditions, a further·rise of 1 ° or 

2 ° (1.8-3.6 ° F.) may be sufficient to result in heat death." 

The indirect effects of temperature on·salmonids are 

caused by creation of an environment that favors predators, 

competitors, and disease-causing organisms. Temperature 

also controls the existence of food organisms of salmonid 

fish· arid the chemical composition of water, particularly if 

certain pclluta�ts are prevalent in tbe river. 

Figure 6 shows the preferred and lethal temperatures 

for salmon and some of the species of fish that compete with 

and prey on them. Several important predators and �ompP.�itoxs 

a.re in a preferred temperature when salmon are in a resistance
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temperature betweer, 65 and 75 ° F. Such temperatures place 

the salmon at distinct disadvantage with respect to obtaining 

food and escaping predators. 

Figure 7 shows the increasing mortality of juvenile 

sockeye· salmon infected with low virulence bacterial strains 

of Chondrococcus columnaris, as water temperatures increase. 

�gnificantly very high mortalities were observed among 

infected fish even before temperatures reach 65 ° F� Ordal 

and Pacha (1959) have stnted that salmonid fish in the 

Columbia River are infected by c. columnaris at th� present 

.time: any increase in river temperatures could accelerate 

the problem. 

Figure 8 preser.ts an example of the temperature tolerances 

of some amphipods and garmnarids found in the estuary of the 

Patuxent . 'O. ... �z. ver. Relatives of these forms are food for 

salmonid fish in the Colu."Ubia River estuary. With some species, 

small increases in the temperature_of the water in the vicinity

of the_ lethal level caused substantiai mort;si.lity among the

organisms. If L�portant food organisms are reduced or 

eliminated from an envizorirn.'::'nt by elevc1ted temperatures, the 

ecology of the area will change. There is no way to predict 

what the succession would be if food organisills of saL�onid fish 

were removed from the Columbia River in large !'lumbers. 
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�igure 9 shows the relationship of dfssolved nitrogen 

to temperature. A change _in water temperature· from 35.5 to 
-·· · · ·, 

42.8 ° F. causes .water s�turated at 100 percent with nitrogen

at 22 parts per million to_become supersaturated at 110 percent. 

As.supersaturation gets higher, smaller increases in temperature_ 

are required to force the dissolved nitrogen out of the water 

iQ. the form o-f bubbles� This problem can be acute in large 

segments of the Columbia River'including the estuary because 

these waters are supersaturated at higher than 120 percent 

with nitrogen during parts of the year. Salmonid fish in such 

an enviror.ment are extremely vulnerable to the formation of 

gas bubbles 1n the blood which results in death. An increase 

in the temperature of water supersaturated wi.th nitrogen in 

. which fish are.living can initiate bubble formation or 
,,, . . . 

speed up·the- process after it has started $

-Figures 6 through 9 and the accompanying text are

presented as examples of the direct and indirect effects of 

temperature on salrnonid fish.· !n Jones (1964), M.ihursky 

and Kennedy (1967), and Pennsylvania Department of Health 

publication (1962) to name a few recent works, this subject 

is treated more comprehensively and in greater detail. 
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ANTICIPATED TEMPERATURE PROBLEMS BY SECTION 

OF THE COLUMBIA RIVER 

The likelihood of temperature increases ·sufficient to 

affect salmonid fish in the Columbia River will vary with 

sections of the river and growth trends of thermal power 

plants in the northwest. 

Although several short-range projections· (to 1985) of 

thermal power needs and plant sitings are being considered at 

the present time, we have selected_for illustration a preliminary 

long-range forecast prepared by Battelle (1966). This report 

assumes that thermal power plants will supply a major portion 

of the electrical power demands in·the Pacific Northwest by 

1990 and thereafter. 

· Four sections of the river are worthy of separate

consideration: Chief Joseph DaT!l 1:0 Priest Rapid,s Dam, Priest

Rapids Dam to Bonneville Dam, Bonneyille··nam to the es�uarY 

(Beaver ·Terminal), and the estuary (Be�ver Terminal to the 

mouth of the river). Selection of Beaver Terminal as the 

beginning of the estuary is based on a study by the U .s •. Anny 

Corps of Engineers (1960). 

Chief Joseph Dam to Priest Rapids Dam 

The section. of the Columbia River from Chief J.oseph Dam 

to Prieat Rapids Dam has been included in a study to determine 

the potential i.rnpa9t of thermal power plants on Pacific Northwest 

streams (Battelle, 1966). The cor.clusion reached was that 



three standard plants (1000 MW each) could he located at Grand 

Coulee Dam, which is upstream from Chief Joseph Darn, without. 

'raising the daily average ten perature of the water downs tzeam 

from Chief Joseph Dam above 75 ° F·. in a hot year. Reference to 

figure s·shows that a temperature of 75 ° F. is at the upper 

extreme of the resistance zone or in the lethal zone for salmonid 

fish depending upon the condition of fish and other variables. 

� 
. . 

Both juvenile and adult salmonid fish are in that section of 
.. 

�he river during late summer and early fall when such tern� rature 

would develop. Therefore; if thermal electric plants are built 
·-:� � .. 

in or above the section of the Columbia River from Chief Joseph

Dam to Priest Rapids Dam, control measures should be established

"to give copsideration for fisr, inhabiting that area du�ing

critical temperature periods which may extend for a month or

longer in most years. If waste heat is disposed of only in the

river, there can be very little if any margin of safety for fish

there durlng a year in which hot atmci"spheric conditions are

accompanied by low river flows .•

In the past the temperatures of- the Columbia River at Chief 

Joseph Darn have reached 69 ° F. from atmospheric heating alone 

(personal communication from J. Green, Project Engineer, Chief 

Joseph ·nam) • At that temperature salmonid fish could be entering 

the resistance zone (fig. 5) where they exist at the expe:1se 

of normal body function�. 
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Priest: Rapids Darn to Bonneville Dam 

There is an existing temperature problem in the area 

between Priest Rapids Dam and Bonneville Dam. In the past, 

water temperatures have reac_hed 68 ° F. at Priest Rapids Dam 

during August (Jenne, 1966). Mid-Range air temperatures east 

of the Cascade Mountain Range have been maintained in the vicinity 

of 80 ° F., except for breaks of 1 or 2 days at a time;-· for 

vi._rtua.lly all of August. This means that atmospheric cooling 

of the river will not likely begin in a hot year· until the 

temperature of river water reaches the high seventies·at least. 

Waste heat from Hanford plus atmospheric heating have increased 

river temperatures about 6 ° F. (fig. 4). If this combination 

of adverse conditions occurred simultaneously in somP -fn+m··p 

year, salmonid fish would be forced to cope with river temperatures 

of at least 74 ° F. (68 + 6) below Hanford. For instance, the 
J • ' 

fish would 'be forced to exist in such temperatures, migrate into 

and out of zones of even higher temperatures, and, in all 

probability they would have to _withstand c1brupt char:.ge� in 

temperatures at a given site as water flow fluctuatzs and 

plant operation is varied. 

It is pointed out in the Battelle report (1966), that the 

mid-Columbia area would receive from 1 to 8.5 additional standard 

thermal electric plants (producing 1000 MW each) by the year 2000. 

If that �apability is located at or near Hanford, the rninL'Tlum 
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esti.."nate of wa-�e!:' temperatures of 74 ° F. in an adverse year would 
.  

be raised by anywhere from 0.3 ° F. to 7.3
° F. depending upon 

the actual number of.standard plants and prevailing water flows 

at the site (table 1) •. The minirnu.m volume of flow expected for 

peaking at Priest Rapids Dam ·is 35,000 cfs. Obviously water 
� f 

temperatures of 81 ° F. (74 + 7) would be intolerable to salmonid 

fish (fig. 5). Realistic protection for fish from such temperatures 

. wil--!, require other means of disposing of waste heat than the river.

From the fisheries standpoint, such facilities should function 

without interruption whenever prevailing river temperatures 

exceed the acceptable levels for salmonids. Although summer and 

early fall are generally viewed as the most critical temperature 

periods, facilities for control of waste heat should be available 

for use during other times of the year when salmonids are 

yulnerable to temperature changes at various stages in their 

life· cycle. 

-·Atmospheric heating alone might become a threat in the

Priest Rapids Dam to Bonneville Darn section of the �iver if 

p�aking operation of all projects as a single unit �educes the 

transport rate and alters mixing of water masses appreciably. 

�his possibility is a valid reason for beginning an experimental 

examination of the effect of such peaking on transport and 

mixing of water ��sses prior to the time peaking is incorporated 

into hydroelectric operation on a pennanent bcsis. 



Bonneville Dam to the Estuary 

The· temperature problem in the area j::etween Bonnevl:!.le 

Dam and the estuary at ·the present time is attributable to 

heat input in the river section above Bonne,1ille DaJn. c.i'his 

probl�111 is likely to be compounded unless steps ur0 ta'ken 

to avoid it in the planning stage. Mid-range air temperatures 

west of the Cascade Mountain Range have. varied from the 

'-mid sixties to mid seventies ( °F.) in 1958 and 1961,for 

·example. Water passing Bonneville· Da."U has reached as l1ig11

as 74° F. (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 1958)_. The river

is free-flowing below Bonneville Dam so the transport rate

is rapid. The Battelle report (1966) indicates that from .

13· to 27 standard thermal electric plants are projected in

the lower Columbia by the year 2000. The temperature threat;

then, can he described as rapid water mass transport between

thermal electric plant sites. This would result in the·
., " 

ac�Wll�l&tion of waste heat instantaneously at eacn plant

�ite followed by gradual atmospheric coolin� to the existing

mid0range air temperatures. Figure 10 presents a �eneralized 

diagram t.o show how a water mass would :r.espcnd to such 

heating and cooling as it passed by a series of thermal 

electric plant sites. 
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The siting of 13 to 27 standard thenr.al electric 

plants below Bonneville Dam could result in temperatures 

of about 6 to 13 ° F. (fig. 1) above input temperatures at·

Bonnevilie Dam if atmospheric cooling is prevented by rapid .

water mass transport. These temperatures are based on a

projected minimum flow of.63,000 cfs expected below Bonneville

Darn during future peaking operation of hydroelectric plants.

Even if some atmospheric cooling occurs, it is difficult to
. 

envision the placement of 13 standard thermal electric plants

in 94 miles of river in such a manner that no accumulation of

waste heat will take place. The best ensurance against fish·· 
· loss or damage due to waste heat in the area between Bonneville

Da"T. and .r::-
.&.v .... disposal

of waste heat ·elsewhere than in the river during l�te summer

and early fall and at all other critical-stages in the life

.. . , 

of salm9nid fish.

'!'he estuary

T�mperatures as high as 71 ° F. have been recorded in 

the first 52 miles of the Colun1bia River (the estuary). The 

potential for thermal damage to salmonid fish in the estuary 

probably is greater than an1.rwh��e else in the river. 

The direct and indirect effects of elevaticns in 

water temperature on salmonid fish will be compounded by 

the physiological stress that migrating fisb undergo when 

moving from fresh -f:o salt water and vice-versa·. Not only 
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. will this make salmonid fish more vulnerable to increases in 
temperature in the estuary, but circumstances of heat 

accumulntion and loss will be unique and dangerous to all fish 

and food organisms there. 

Complete reversal of the direction of water flow each day 

will delay the transport of heated water out.of the estuary. 

If river temperatures are increased appreciably in March, April, 
 

and May, migrating fish will have to mak� a transition between 

high temperatures in the river and low temperatures in the 

ocean where no appreciable temperature differential exists 

between the two water masses now. If waste heat from thermal 

electric plants is discharged directly into the estuary, 

migrating fish could be trapped by tidal action in hot water 

before it becomes thoroughly mixed with the surrounding water. 

Any of these possible changes in the environment could result 

in preventing_or delaying the migrations of salmonid fish and 

result in-a consequent loss to the resource and existing 

fisheries. 

ALTERNATIVES FOR DISPOSAL OF WASTE HEAT 

The planners of thermal plant development in the Pacific 

Northwest have frequently referred to a figure of 10 percent· 

of the total capital outlay as the cost of the installation 

of �ooling towers on proposed plants. Figures given in the 

Federal Power Commissi.on (1964), suggest that the cost of 

cooling facilities could be much lower than this. 



Table 2.--Comparative water requirements for thermal plants 

Operating condition 

Cooling_ 
ponds & Non-

Size of River -evaporative evaporative 
plant in cooling cooling cooling 

water towers towers 
(CFS) . (CFS) (CFS) 

1 1.5 .,02 .002 

50 75 l.O .l 

100 150 • 2.0 .2 

500 750 10.0 1.0 

1,000 1,500 20.0 2.0 

10,000 15,000. 200.0 20.0 

2.0, 000 30,000 400.0 40.0 

30,000 45 ,, 000 600.0 60.0 

40,000 60,000 800 .. 0 80.0 

50,000 75,000 _l,000.0 100.0 

60,000 90,000 1,200:0 · 120. 0

67,500 101,250 1,350�0 135.0
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The capital cost of a 500 MW (nuclea:) plant has 

been estimated at from $132-$152/KW. It has been reported 

that there is a savings of $22 to $27 per KW in Increasi�g 

the size of a thermal plant from 500 MW to 1000 MW. Thus, 

capital cost of a 1000 megawatt plant would range between 

-$110 to $125/KW. The additional cost of a cooling tower 

system may be roughly estimated at $5 per KW (2½ percent of 

capital cost), as compared with similar instailations 

u til iz ing river·water for the disposal of waste heat.

Thermal nuclear plants would not require the extra-high 

smoke stacks and air cleaning equipment, which are required 

facilities for fossil fuel·plants and cost from 5 to $10/h�l. 

Thermal power industries in Europe and North America 

have made use of the recirculation of water in reservoirs, 

ponds and cooling towers as w�ll as streams to dispose of 

waste heat. The direct cooling method {pumping water from 

the river �nd releasing heated water afrectly to the river) 

usually has the lowest overall cost. The recirculation 

system involvin9 reservoirs and ponds.rank next in economy. 

However, the total quantity of water that is discharged 

into the rivers from each of ·these cooling systems should 

also be considered, for the quality of the water will be 

altered in relation to the volume of water discharged. 

Table 2 shows the co�parative water requirements for these 

rn�thods of heat disposal. If cooling water is taken from 
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the Colwnbia River for 38 standard thermal electric plants, 

an amount of water equal to virtually_the entire minimum

·. peaking flow expected will pass through the plants· (fig •. 2).

Nonevaporative cooling towers·would _require only a minute

fraction (.0013) of the water (table 2) required when the 

river is used for cooling. 

Another possibility for the disposal of waste heat 

exists in developing uses for it in industry and agriculture. 
'--
�ctually, waste heat is a by-product· of thermal electric 

power production that becomes waste only when it is thrown 

away. 

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

As many as 38 standard thermal electric plants have 

been projected for future power development in the· mainstem 

of the Columbia River. 

Ini�ial planning has proposed use of the river to 

absorb all waste heat from thermal power production. Masses 

of warmer water_rnerging with masses o� cooler water must

produce intermediate temperatures in the resuitant mixture. 

The net effect of mixing, therefore, is to heat the river. 

It is unlikely that salmonid fish of the Columbia River will 

survive if the plan for disposal of all waste heat there is 

carried out. 
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River temperatures of tha Columbia River have reached 

70° F. above the mouth of the Snake River and as high as 

74° F. at Bonneville Dam from atmospheri� heating alone in 

.late summer and early fall of hot years when the volume of 

flow was low. Such temperatures _ar�_clearly marginal for

survival of salmonid fish. A standard thermal electric 

plant (1000 megawatts) will increase the temperature of the 

.r,l_ver after complete mixing from .3° F. at 100,000 c.f.s. to 

.86° F. at 35,000 c.f.s. Temperat1:1res of water discharged 

from thermal plants can be anywhere from 15 to 30° higher 

than river temperatures, depending on volumes of water used 

and plant efficiency. 

Peaking operations by hydroelectric plants will produce 

low volumes of flow at night and on weekends and high volumes 

of flow on weekdays. The high and low volumes of flow will 

. be heated differentially by constant operation of a standard 

pl�nt. Critical conditions for fish will prevail when high 

· atmospheric temperatures occur in conjunction with low flows.

Flows of 35,000 c.f.s. or less c�n be expected in some areas

of the Columbia in the future.

The absolute temperature of the river can be reduced 

by the atmosphere and by mixture of water masses having 

unequal temperatures. Cooling by the atmosphere is a slow 

process that begins only after the 24-hour equilibrium 

temperatures fall belOIN river temperatures. The 24�hour 
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equilibrium temperature is governed by atmospheric 

conditions over which man has no control. Thus, when mid

range air temperatt·.res remain above the temperature of the 

water, waste heat from successiv0 thermal plants will not 

dissipate in transit, but will be cumulative from one plant 

to the next. 

Projected tharraal electric development can raise river 

temperatures well above 75° F. during a year w"hen the weather 
'-. 
is hot and volumes of flow are low� This will be accomplished 

by: (1) clusters of plants as projected for the area between

Priest Rapids and Bonneville dams, and (2) transport of 

water between plants rapidly enough to curtail the benefits 

of atmospheric cooling as predicted for the area from 

Bonneville Dam to estuary. 

Salmonid fish will suffer direct mortality from 

constant or fluctuating temperatures above 75° F. These 

species also will suffer indirect mortalities if they are 

unable to feed or if an environment is created that favors 

their competit�rs, predators, and disease organisms and 

does not favor their food organisms. Temperature affects 

the chemical composition of river water in many ways. 
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The impact of individual thermal elec�ric plants 

must be considered in terms of the total thermal electric 

'power development projected for the Columbia River.' Unless 

alternatives to the disposal of all waste heat in the 

Colurnbiq River are adopted, salmonid fish will be reduced 

to negligible numbers before projected power development 

is completed. 

It is recommended that: (1) no additional waste heat 

be introduced into the Columbia River at critical times of 

the year in keeping with optimum requirements for the various 

life history stages of salmonids; (2) auxiliary cooling· 

of.existing thermal wastes be undertaken; and (3) studies 

be made of the impact· on the physical and biological 

environment of the Columbia River that can be expected from 

atmospheric heating alone when ail hydroelectric insta_llations

operate as a single unit for peaking •. This infcnnation should 

be obtained before such peaking becomes standard operating 

procedure. 
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